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Spectators at one of the ceremonies to beatify martyrs of the Spanish Civil War / EFE

The mediocrity of bishops
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shall not kill.
collective atIf now, 70 years
titude of Catalonia's bishops in re- after the Civil War, the Church is so inlation to the disgraceful decision by the sensitive and so un-Christian that it
Vatican to beatify only those who died cannot see that there were killings on
for one side of the Spanish Civil War is both sides, then it should be shouted
disastrous.
from the rooftops that neither the curThe Civil War, from 1936-39, was rent Pope, Benedict XVI, nor his carnever a crusade, whatever the ecclesi- dinals, nor the whole of the priesthood
astics say, but rather a fratricidal con- understand the message of Jesus
flict. A civil war is a major misfortune Christ. If they did understand, there
to befall any country and for the higher would not be these partisan beatifiechelons of the Catholic Church to dub cations. If we are to love everyone –
it a crusade is at the very least an absur- friend and foe, according to Jesus – we
dity.
should also beatify some of the deIn those days Spain was a republic, as ceased on the republican side.
a consequence of free, democratic elecIt does not surprise me that this partions held in 1931. On seeing the re- tisan beatification has been accepted
sults, the king – intelligently – decided across the board among Spanish
to leave and the monarchy disap- bishops, but it really hurts to see that
peared. The republic did a good job be- once again the Catholic bishops have
tween 1931 and 1936, in particular in exposed their collective mediocrity.
promoting quality education.
Although, if we look at how they are
I am not sure why, but a general sta- appointed may be it should not be so
tioned in the Canary Islands carried surprising. The only clear exception is
out a coup d'etat against the republic. the assistant bishop of Barcelona, Joan
For some reason, General Franco re- Carrera.
ceived the support of practically all of
The Vatican has carried out this – let
the bishops in Spain (with some rare us call it, disastrous mass beatification
exceptions, among them the cardinal of those of one side in the war – perof Tarragona, Vidal i Barquer). The haps through ignorance of what really
Spanish Church, quite wrongly, qual- happened in Spain when it was torn
ified the rebellion of General Franco as apart by the Civil War. Nevertheless, if
a crusade in favour of the Church. As the Catalan bishops had been more inwith all civil wars, there were murders telligent, more informed and Christian
on both sides. However, I would go so than they have shown themselves to be,
far as to say that those perpetrated in they would have tried to do something
Franco's Spain bore a greater share of to avoid this gesture by the Catholic
blame because they were done in the Church.
name of God, despite the fact that one
May God do more than our bishops.
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his is a picture that truly deserves a big splash on the
front page. The headline of
the story says “Evacuation of
Renania by British troops”,
and the caption explains: “A British soldier bidding farewell to his German wife”.
Whatever the occasion, this is a moment
in history masterly caught on film by a
Keystone photographer.
But, is it a spontaneous picture or one
stage managed? Is she really his wife or
just a casual girlfriend? Does it matter?
What happened afterwards? Did he return to live in Germany or did he take her
with him back to Britain? Did they have
children? Did they ever see this beautiful
picture of themselves? One can almost

see their eyes wet, perhaps in tears, feel
the sadness of the farewell, understand
the hurried heart-beat in their chests,
hear the teasing jokes of the fellow soldiers.
One fears the whistle of the train engine signalling the moment of the departure. One feels the little tragedy of seeing
the train disappear in the distance, the
emptiness of the station afterwards, the
lonely nights ahead, the memories of the
recent past and the hopes for the future.
But now, looking at this scene almost
80years later, an inescapable fact of life
comes to mind: the intense emotions of
that moment have long dissolved into
nothingness, just like the lives of the
anonymous couple.

THEY SAID WHAT?

"We demand two thirds of
the vote in Parliament, so
how can we not also ask
for two thirds, 66%, for a
referendum"
ARTUR MAS
Leader of Convergència i Unió

The CiU leader exposes his personal vision
of what constitutes a majority

